Abstract-Latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA) is a widely-used probabilistic topic modeling paradigm, and recently finds many applications in computer vision and computational biology. In this paper, we propose a fast and accurate batch algorithm, active belief propagation (ABP), for training LDA. Usually batch LDA algorithms require repeated scanning of the entire corpus and searching the complete topic space. To process massive corpora having a large number of topics, the training iteration of batch LDA algorithms is often inefficient and time-consuming. To accelerate the training speed, ABP actively scans the subset of corpus and searches the subset of topic space for topic modeling, therefore saves enormous training time in each iteration. To ensure accuracy, ABP selects only those documents and topics that contribute to the largest residuals within the residual belief propagation (RBP) framework. On four real-world corpora, ABP performs around 10 to 100 times faster than state-of-the-art batch LDA algorithms with a comparable topic modeling accuracy.
INTRODUCTION
The probabilistic topic modeling techniques divide the non-zero elements in document-word matrix into several thematic groups called topics, which have have been applied widely in text mining, computer vision, and computational biology [1] . As the simplest topic model, latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA) [2] represents each document as a mixture of topics and each topic as a multinomial distribution over a fixed vocabulary. From the labeling point of view, LDA assigns the hidden topic labels to explain the observed words in documentword matrix [3] . This labeling process defines a joint probability distribution over the hidden labels and the observed words. Employing the Bayes' rule, we can infer topic labels from observed words by computing the posterior distribution of the hidden variables given the observed variables from their joint probability. Such inference techniques have been widely used for learning probabilistic graphical models within the Bayesian framework [4] . Recent approximate inference methods for LDA [5] fall broadly into three categories: variational Bayes (VB) [2] , collapsed Gibbs sampling (GS) [6] , and loopy belief propagation (BP) [3] .
However, all above batch LDA inference algorithms require multiple iterations of scanning the entire corpus and searching the complete topic space. So, the computational cost increases linearly with the number of documents D, the number of topics K, and the number of training iterations T . For massive corpora containing the large number of topics, these batch LDA algorithms are often inefficient for fast topic modeling because of the high per-iteration cost. For example, when D = 10 6 , K = 10 3 and T = 500, GS consumes around forty hours to infer the hidden topics. Therefore, we need faster batch LDA algorithms for real-world massive corpora.
In this paper, we propose a fast batch LDA algorithm, active belief propagation (ABP). The basic idea is to actively select a subset of corpus and search a subset of topic space at each training iteration. ABP is based on the residual BP (RBP) [7] framework that uses an informed scheduling for asynchronous message passing. First, we define the message residual as the absolute difference between messages at successive training iterations, and the residuals are used to evaluate the convergence speed of messages. The larger residuals the faster convergence speed. Second, through sorting residuals at each training iteration, we actively select those documents and topics that contribute the largest residuals for message updating and passing. For example, if ABP selects 10% documents and 10% topics for message passing at each iteration, it will reach as high as 100 times faster than BP. Extensive experiments on four real-world corpora have demonstrated that ABP can achieve a significant speedup with a comparable accuracy as that achieved by current state-of-the-art batch LDA algorithms.
The proposed ABP algorithm can be interpreted as a fast expectation-maximization (EM) algorithm [8] . At the E-step, ABP infers and updates the subset of messages with the largest residuals. At the M-step, ABP maximizes the likelihood by estimating parameters based on the subset of updated messages. After multiple iterations, it often converges at a local maximum of the joint probability. Because the residuals reflect the convergence speed of messages, unlike lazy EM [9] , ABP focuses all computational resources on inferring and updating those fast-converging messages at each iteration. Indeed, the document message residuals approximately follow Zipf's law [10] , where 20% documents contribute almost 80% residuals. This phenomenon informs us that scanning only a small subset of documents at each iteration by ABP can ensure almost the same topic modeling accuracy as BP. Since BP can be applied to training other LDA-based topic models [3] , we believe that the basic idea of ABP can be also extended to speed up more LDA-based topic modeling algorithms.
In Section 2, we review some recent fast topic modeling techniques. In Section 3, we introduce the BP and the residual BP (RBP) algorithms from a novel hypergraph perspective. Section 4 proposes the active belief propagation (ABP) algorithm within the RBP framework. Section 5 compares ABP with the state-of-the-art LDA algorithms on four real-world text corpora. Finally, we draw conclusions and envision future work in Section 6.
FAST TOPIC MODELING TECHNIQUES
Current fast batch LDA algorithms can handle the large number of topics K. For example, fast GS (FGS) [11] introduces the upper bound on the normalization factor using the Hölder's inequality. Without visiting all possible K topics, FGS is able to draw the target topic sample from the approximate posterior probability normalized by the upper bound. By refining the upper bound to approximate the true normalization factor, FGS samples the topic label equal to that drawn from the true posterior probability as GS does. In this sense, FGS yields exactly the same result as GS but with much less computation. Due to the sparseness of the K-tuple messages, sparse GS (SGS) [12] partitions the K-tuple messages into three parts from which a random topic label can be efficiently sampled, which avoids additional computations in GS during the sampling process. GS-based approaches can scale sublinearly in the number of topics by exploiting the fact that most words never appear in most topics.
Online LDA algorithms [12] - [18] partition the entire corpus into a set of mini-batches. They infer topic distributions for each unseen mini-batch based on previous topic distributions, and thus converge significantly faster than batch algorithms, saving enormous training time by reducing the total number of iterations T . In addition, online LDA algorithms discard each mini-batch after one look, and thus require a constant memory usage. For example, incremental LDA (ILDA) [15] periodically resamples the topic assignments for previously analyzed words, or uses particle filtering instead of GS to assign the current topic based on previous topic configurations. Despite of faster speed, ILDA does not perform as well as GS. Online GS (OGS) [12] extends SGS to infer topics from unseen data streams. Online VB (OVB) [16] combines VB with the online stochastic optimization framework [19] , and can converge to a local optimum of the VB objective function. However, OVB requires manually tuning several parameters including the mini-batch size that determines the best topic modeling performance based on heuristics. Residual VB (RVB) [17] dynamically schedules mini-batches to speed up convergence of OVB. Sampled online inference (SOI) combines SGS with the scalability of online stochastic inference [18] . However, both RVB and SOI cannot process data streams because they re-use previously seen mini-batches.
Parallel LDA algorithms [20] - [25] distribute massive data sets across multiple cores/processors to accelerate topic modeling. For example, parallel GS (PGS) [20] approximates the asynchronous GS sampling process by the synchronous updating of the global topic distributions. Similarly, FGS and SGS have been also implemented in the PGS parallel architecture. To reduce communication and synchronization costs in PGS [12] , [20] , a blackboard architecture has been proposed to deal with state synchronization for large clusters of workstations [23] . Parallel VB (PVB) [25] , [26] uses the MapReduce paradigm to speed up LDA. Although these parallel algorithms can have almost the same topic modeling performance as batch counterparts, they require expensive parallel hardware; as a result the performanceto-price ratio remains unchanged. Moreover, parallel algorithms require additional resources to communicate and synchronize the topic distributions from distributed cores/processors, e.g., 1024 processors can achieve only around 700 times speedup with a parallel efficiency of approximately 0.7 [20] . Finally, it is difficult to write and debug parallel algorithms on distributed systems.
RELATED WORK
The probabilistic topic modeling task can be interpreted as a labeling problem, in which the objective is to assign a set of thematic topic labels, z W ×D = {z k w,d }, to explain the observed elements in document-word matrix, x W ×D = {x w,d }. The notations 1 ≤ w ≤ W and 1 ≤ d ≤ D are the word index in vocabulary and the document index in corpus. The notation 1 ≤ k ≤ K is the topic index. The nonzero element x w,d = 0 denotes the number of word counts at the index {w, d}. For each word token
. Integrating out the document-specific topic proportions θ d (k) and topic distribution over vocabulary words φ w (k) in LDA yields the joint probability of the collapsed LDA [27] ,
where Γ(·) is the gamma function, and {α, β} are fixed symmetric Dirichlet hyperparameters [6] .
Message Passing
The approximate BP for LDA [3] calculates the conditional probability,
, referred to as message, which can be normalized efficiently by local computation, i.e.,
represents all topic labels except the topic label for the word token x w,d,i . According to the Bayes' rule, we get
Substituting the joint probability (1) into (2), we get
Using the property Γ(a + 1)/Γ(a) = a, we can cancel the shared terms in both numerator and denominator of (3) because the difference between numerator and denominator in Gamma functions is one token
which is exactly the same with the conditional probability of a topic label given an observed word token in the GS algorithm [6] .
Although different word tokens x w,d,i at the same index {w, d} have different topic labels z k w,d,i , they may have almost the same message. Hence, we approximate messages at word tokens by messages at word indices,
. We define the soft topic label for the word index {w, d} by z
, which is an average topic labeling configuration over all word tokens at index {w, d}. In this way, k z k w,d = 1, 0 ≤ z k w,d ≤ 1 can be viewed as the topic labeling likelihoods for the word index, which can be approximated by the message at word index, i.e., z k w,d ≈ µ w,d (k). Thus, we have the second approximation,
Based on these approximations, we get the following approximate message update equation from (4),
where 0 ≤ t ≤ T is the iteration index, and µ (5), which does not affect the topic modeling performance in practice [3] . After updating (5), we normalize each message locally by the factor Z = K k=1 µ w,d (k), which requires additional K iterations. Messages are passed until convergence or the maximum number of iterations T is reached. Using the converged messages, we can estimate the document-specific topic proportion θ d and the topic distribution over vocabulary φ w as follows [3] ,
Batch LDA algorithms may be interpreted within the message passing or expectation-maximization (EM) framework [3] , [37] . For example, VB [2] is a variational message passing method [29] that uses a set of factorized variational distributions to approximate the objective joint distribution by minimizing the Kullback-Leibler (KL) divergence between them. Because there is always a gap between the variational distribution and the true joint distribution, VB causes biases when updating messages (5). GS [6] randomly samples a topic label from the message (4), which is theoretically more accurate but converges practically with more number of iterations than VB. In contrast, BP does not draws random samples from messages (4) but pass messages (5) directly to the next iteration. As a result, BP retains all uncertainties encoded in the message for a higher topic modeling accuracy than GS. In addition, the deterministic message passing process of BP converges much faster than GS [3] . BP resembles CVB0 [5] , [30] but with two main distinctions. First, BP infers messages based on word indices {w, d}, while CVB0 infers messages based on word tokens {w, d, i}. Although CVB0 and BP can achieve almost the same topic modeling accuracy, CVB0 runs slower than BP because the number of word tokens is often significantly larger than the number of non-zero (N N Z) elements in document-word matrix, i.e., w,d x w,d ≫ N N Z. Second, BP for LDA is an approximation to the sum-product algorithm [28] based on the factor graph representation of the collapsed LDA [3] , while CVB0 is the zero-order mean-field approximation to the collapsed variational Bayes (CVB) algorithm [31] . More detailed discussions and experimental comparisons between BP and other batch LDA algorithms can be found in [3] , [5] . Fig. 1A shows the hypergraph for the joint probability (1) . There are three types of hyperedges {θ d , φ w , γ k } denoted by the yellow, green and red rectangles, respectively. For each column of z W ×D , the hyperedge θ d , which corresponds to the first term in (1), connects the variable z , and µ γ k →z k w,d through three types of hyperedges {θ d , φ w , γ k }, respectively. Indeed, the message passing process is an approximation of the standard sum-product BP algorithm. More detailed approximation steps can be found in [3] .
Hypergraph Representation of Collapsed LDA
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Residual Belief Propagation
The synchronous BP [3] updates all messages simultaneously at iteration t based on the messages at previous iteration t − 1. The asynchronous schedule updates the message of each variable in a given order; and the updated messages in turn are used to update other messages of neighboring variables at each iteration t. We use RBP [7] for the informed schedule of asynchronous message passing. The basic idea of RBP is to select the best update order based on the residuals r w,d (k) defined as the p-norm of difference between two K-tuple message vectors at successive iterations. Here, we choose the L 1 norm with p = 1,
where x w,d is the number of word counts. If we sequentially update messages in descending order of r w,d = k r w,d (k) at each iteration, the RBP algorithm theoretically converges faster or more often to a fixed point than synchronous BP [7] . Intuitively, RBP always updates messages with the largest residuals first, which in turn influence their neighboring messages efficiently. So, RBP accelerates the convergence speed of synchronous BP. More details on theoretical and experimental analysis of RBP's convergence property can be found in [7] , [32] .
ACTIVE BELIEF PROPAGATION
In this section, we propose ABP within the RBP framework. First, we describe in detail how to actively select the subset of documents and topics at each iteration for fast topic modeling. Second, we explain the effectiveness of ABP by Zipf's law. Finally, we discuss ABP's relationship to previous algorithms.
The ABP Algorithm
At each training iteration, ABP actively selects the subset of documents λ d D from corpus for message updating and passing, where the parameter λ d ∈ (0, 1] controls the scanned corpus proportion. For each document, ABP searches the subset of topic space λ k K for message updating and passing, where the parameter λ k ∈ (0, 1] controls the proportion of the searched topic space; that is, ideally ABP consumes a faction (λ d λ k ) of training time required by BP at each iteration.
Based on (8), we define the residuals at topics for specific documents as
and accumulate all topic residuals at documents as
rw,d1 (1) µw,d1 (1) rw,d2 (1) rw,d2 (4) rw,d2 (3) µw,d2 (1) µw,d2 (4) µw,d2(3) rw,d3 (1) µw,d3(1) rw,d4 (3) rw,d4 (2) µw,d4 (3) µw,d4 (2) rd1 rd2 rd3 rd4 After each iteration, we sort r d (k) in descending order for all topics, and select the subset topics λ k K with the largest residuals r d (k) for each document. We also sort r d in descending order for all documents, and select the subset documents λ d D with the largest residuals r d . In the following iteration, we update and pass only messages for the subset documents λ d D and the subset topics λ k K, and thus save enormous training time in each loop. At a negligible computational cost, the sorted residuals can be updated during message passing process. The computational cost of initial sorting (9) and (10) using the standard "quick sort" algorithm are
. If the successive residuals are in nearly sorted order, only a few swaps will restore the sorted order by the standard "insertion sort" algorithm, thereby saving lots of sorting time.
1
For the selected λ k K topics, we need to normalize the local messages. At the first iteration t = 1, ABP runs the same as BP that updates and normalizes all messages for all topics. In the successive iterations t ≥ 2, ABP actively selects the subset λ k K topics based on residuals for message updating and passing. We normalize the local messages for the selected topics k ∈ λ k K bŷ
is the normalized message in the previous iteration,μ t w,d (k) is the normalized message in the current iteration, and µ t w,d (k) is the unnormalized message updated according to (5) . In this way, we need only λ k K iterations to avoid calculating the normalization factor Z with K iterations. Fig. 2 shows an example of the active message passing process. The solid and dashed segments denote normalized messages in proportion. The solid segments and arrows denote those selected messages for updating and passing, while the dashed segments denote those unchanged messages. Suppose that documents d1, d2, 1. In practice, partial sorting for k largest elements is more efficient and retains almost the same performance.
d3 and d4 have largest residuals r d1 , r d2 , r d3 and r d4 . We select these four documents in the subset λ d D for active message passing. For the document d1, only r w,d1 (1) is in the subset λ k K so that the message µ w,d1 (1) is updated and passed. For the document d2, three residuals r w,d2 (4), r w,d2 (3) and r w,d2 (1) are ranked in the subset λ k K, and thus the messages µ w,d2 (4), µ w,d2 (3) and µ w,d2 (1) are updated and passed. Similar rules are applied to documents d3 and d4. Because only the subset of messages are updated and passed, ABP consumes significantly less computation than BP in each loop.
We dynamically refine and sort residuals at each iteration. Due to the contraction effect [7] , the largest residuals in the previous iterations may be ranked lower in the subsequent iterations. As a result, those unchanged messages will be updated and passed as indicated by the dashed segments in Fig. 2 . In this sense, ABP retains almost the same message information as BP.
Within the RBP framework [7] , ABP will converge to a unique fixed point by satisfying the following two assumptions:
1) The message update equation (5) is a contraction mapping f . 2) For every message µ w,d (k), there is a finite time interval in which the message update (5) is executed at least once. The first assumption is often satisfied in most existing message passing algorithms based on factor graphs or clustered graphs [7] . With Fig. 2 , we explain that the second assumption is often satisfied in practice due to the contraction effects. Fig. 3 summarizes the ABP algorithm. When t = 1, ABP scans the entire corpus and searches the complete topic space, and in the meanwhile computes and sorts residuals by the "quick sort" algorithm. The purpose of this initial sweep is to calculate and store all residuals (9) and (10). For 2 ≤ t ≤ T , ABP actively selects the subset documents λ d D and the subset topics λ k K for message updating and passing. At the end of each iteration, ABP dynamically refines and sorts residuals by the "insertion sort" algorithm. It terminates when the maximum number of iterations T is reached or the convergence condition is satisfied.
The time complexity of ABP is O(λ d λ k KDT ), where K is the number of topics, D the number of documents, and T the number of iterations. The space complexity of ABP is O(KD), which is the same as the conventional BP or other batch LDA algorithms. Due to memory limitation for all batch LDA algorithms, it is hard to fit massive corpora with a large number of topics into the memory of a common desktop computer (for example, 3G RAM). We have two straightforward strategies to address the memory problem. First, we may integrate ABP with online stochastic optimization [33] or extend ABP on the blackboard parallel architecture [23] . Similar to other online and parallel LDA algorithms, online ABP requires a fixed memory requirement for each mini-batch data, while parallel ABP can use the large memory space from clusters of workstations. Second, we may combine ABP with the block optimization framework [34] , [35] that sequentially reads blocks of data from the hard disk into memory for optimization. Nevertheless, these extensions of ABP are nontrivial at present, and to be studied in our future work such as [36] , [37] .
Here we show an alternative implementation of ABP. For massive corpora, initially sorting r d in (10) requires at most a computational complexity of O(D log D). This cost is very high when D is very large, for example, D = 10
8 . Alternatively, we may define residuals at the fixed vocabulary,
and
We may sort r w with a significantly less computational cost of O(W log W ) because W is often a fixed value whereas D is a huge number for a massive corpora. In this case, ABP actively selects the subset of vocabulary words, λ w W, λ w ∈ (0, 1], for topic modeling at each iteration. Due to page limitation of this paper, we do 
Document Residuals Follow Zipf's Law
The residual (8) reflects the magnitude of the gradient descent to maximize (1) . The larger the residual the larger the gradient descent. Since ABP updates the selected subset of messages with the largest residuals, it in effect optimizes (1) using the largest gradient descents. According to the stochastic optimization theory [19] , the subset of the gradient descents can perform well as the entire batch gradient descents when the data set is very large. Using the ENRON data set in Table 1 with K = 10, we show the log-log plot of the document residuals (10) relative to the rank of documents based on (10) in Fig. 4 . Overall, the residuals are reduced with the increase of the training iterations t ∈ {100, 200, 300, 400, 500}, which indicates that the batch gradient descents are becoming smaller and smaller owing to convergence. Approximately, the residuals follow Zipf's law [10] during training,
where a and b are constants. Zipf's law implies that small residuals are extremely common, whereas large residuals are extremely rare. More specifically, we find that top 20% documents are responsible for almost 80% residuals during training, which seems to follow the Pareto principle or the 80-20 rule 2 , stating that roughly 80% of the effects come from 20% of the causes. Therefore, ABP can efficiently use only 20% documents to obtain 80% gradient descents to optimize (1) at each training iteration, leading to a fast speed while achieving a comparable topic modeling accuracy. Since many other natural data sets approximately follow Zipf's law, the basic idea of ABP can be extended to speeding up other learning algorithms for these data sets. 
Relationship to Previous Algorithms
Unlike the parallel LDA algorithms [18] , [20] , ABP is a batch LDA algorithm that uses only the single processor/core. It selects only a mini-batch of documents from the entire corpus based on residuals for message updating and passing at each iteration. From this perspective, ABP is similar to OVB [16] but with three main distinctions. First, OVB sequentially read each mini-batch from the data stream without selection. Second, OVB discards each mini-batch after one look. Finally, ABP can converge to a local optimum of the BP's objective function, while OVB requires specific parameter settings to achieve this goal. SOI [18] , an extension of OVB, randomly re-use previous seen mini-batches, so it does not schedule those mini-batches for a better performance. ABP differs from RVB [17] though they both use the residual-based dynamical scheduling techniques. First, ABP is a batch algorithm based on the BP inference while RVB is derived from the OVB [16] inference. Second, ABP uses a more efficient sorting method while RVB uses a relatively complicated sampling technique for dynamical scheduling. Third, ABP can dynamically schedule documents, vocabulary words, and topics for the maximum speedup effects, while RVB can schedule only mini-batches of documents. Finally, RVB uses only the lower bound of residuals (10) , which may lower the scheduling efficiency.
The FGS and SGS algorithms [11] , [12] are two important improvements over the batch GS algorithm when K is very large. The basic idea of FGS is to combine both message update and sampling process together by introducing an upper boundẐ for the normalization factor Z. Similar to FGS, we may define an upper bound and pass only the largest segments µ w,d (k)/Ẑ in BP to reduce the computation cost. However, this strategy does not work because we will not be able to update and pass those short segments (small messages) illustrated in Fig. 2 , leading to serious loss of information. Although such a strategy is faster, its accuracy is much lower than BP. So, we formulate ABP within the RBP framework [7] , which dynamically refines and sorts residuals to determine the best subsect λ k K topic space at each iteration.
EXPERIMENTS
Our experiments aim to verify the accelerating effects of ABP compared with that of other state-of-the-art batch LDA algorithms including VB [2] , GS [6] , FGS [11] , SGS [22] , CVB0 [5] and synchronous BP [3] . We use four publicly available document data sets [11] : NIPS, ENRON, NYTIMES and PUBMED. Previous studies [11] have revealed that the speedup effect is relatively insensitive to the number of documents in the corpus. Because of the memory limitation for batch LDA algorithms, we randomly select 15000 documents from the original NY-TIMES data set, and 80000 documents from the original PUBMED data set for experiments. Table 1 summarizes the statistics of four data sets, where D is the total number of documents in the corpus, W is the number of words in the vocabulary, N d the average number of word tokens per document, and W d the average number of word indices per document.
We randomly partition each data set into halves with one for training set and the other for test set. We calculate the training perplexity [5] on the training set after 500 iterations as follows,
.
Usually, the training perplexity will decrease with the increase of the number of training iterations. The algorithm often converges if the change of training perplexity at successive iterations is less than a predefined threshold.
In our experiments, we set the threshold to one because the decrease of training perplexity will be very small after satisfying this threshold. The predictive perplexity for the unseen test set is computed as follows [5] . On the training set, we estimate φ from the same random initialization after 500 iterations. For the test set, we randomly partition each document into 80% and 20% subsets. Fixing φ, we estimate θ on the 80% subset by the training algorithms from the same random initialization after 500 iterations, and then calculate the predictive perplexity on the rest 20% subset,
where x 20% w,d denotes word counts in the the 20% subset. The lower predictive perplexity represents a better generalization ability.
For all data sets, we fix the same hyperparameters α = 2/K and β = 0.01 [11] . The CPU time per iteration is measured after sweeping the entire data set. We report the average CPU time per iteration after T = 500 iterations, which practically ensures that GS and FGS converge in terms of training perplexity. For a fair comparison, we use the same random initialization to examine all algorithms with 500 iterations. We implement all algorithms based on the MEX C++/MATLAB/Octave platform, where GS/FGS C++ source codes are the same as those in [11] , and SGS source codes are the same as those in Mallet package. 3 To repeat our experiments, we have made all source codes and data sets publicly available [38] . Without the parallel implementations, all algorithms are run on the Sun Fire X4270 M2 server with two 6-core 3.46 GHz CPUs and 128 GB RAMs.
Parameters λ d and λ k
First, we examine two parameters λ d and λ k in ABP on the relatively smaller NIPS data set, because we were wondering how these two parameters would influence the topic modeling accuracy of ABP. The parameter λ d ∈ (0, 1] controls the proportion of documents to be scanned, and the parameter λ k ∈ (0, 1] controls the proportion of topics to be searched at each iteration. The smaller values correspond to the faster speed of ABP. We choose the training perplexity P λ d =1,λ k =1 of ABP with 500 iterations when λ d = λ k = 1 as the benchmark. The relative training perplexity is the difference between this benchmark and the ABP's training perplexity (15) with 500 iterations at other parameter values,
Fixing λ k = 1, we change λ d from 0.1 to 0.5 with a step size 0.1. Fig. 5A shows the relative training perplexity as a function of K when λ d ∈ {0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5}. We see that the relative perplexity decreases when λ d increases, which confirms the fact that scanning more documents at each iteration will yield the lower training perplexity under different topics K. Notice that the relative perplexity decreases as K increases. This phenomenon shows that when K is very large, even scanning a small portion of documents is enough to provide a comparable topic modeling accuracy. When λ d ≥ 0.2 we also see that the relative perplexity is less than 20, which in practice is a negligible difference on the common document data set. Therefore, λ d = 0.2 is a safe bound to guarantee a good topic modeling accuracy with a relatively faster speed. Although a smaller λ d < 0.2 will produce a even faster speed, it will cause an obvious degradation of the topic modeling accuracy in terms of perplexity with a fixed number of training iterations.
Fixing λ d = 1, we also change λ k from 0.1 to 0.5. Fig. 5B shows the relative training perplexity as a function of K when λ k ∈ {0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5}. Surprisingly, there is no big difference when λ k = 0.1 and λ k = 0.5 especially when K ≥ 300. This phenomenon implies that only a small proportion of topics plays a major role when K is very large. When λ k ≤ 0.5, ABP achieves even a lower perplexity value than ABP with λ k = 1. The reason is that most documents have very sparse messages when K is very large, and thus searching the subset of topic space is enough to yield a comparable topic modeling accuracy. Such a property as sparseness of messages has been also used to speed up topic modeling by FGS [11] and SGS [12] . We wonder whether λ k can be even smaller when K is very large, e.g., K ∈ {1500, 2000}. On NIPS data set, ABP with λ k = 0.05 achieves 555.89 and 542.70 training perplexity, respectively. In contrast, ABP with λ k = 1 achieves 543.90 and 533.97 training perplexity, respectively. The relative training perplexity is less than 2%. Therefore, it reasonable to expect that when K is very large like K ≥ 2000, λ k K may be a constant, e.g., λ k K = 100. In this case, the training time of ABP will be independent of K. This bound λ k K = 100 is reasonable because usually a common word is unlikely to be associated with more than 100 topics in practice.
Users may set different parameters λ d and λ k for different speedup effects. To pursue the maximum speedup, we choose λ d = λ k = 0.1 referred to as ABP1 in the rest of our experiments. To ensure the topic modeling accuracy, we also choose the safe bound λ d = λ k = 0.2 referred to as ABP2. Obviously, ABP1 is faster than ABP2 but with the lower accuracy in terms of the training perplexity using a fixed number of training iterations.
Predictive Perplexity
The predictive perplexity is a widely-used performance measure for the generalization ability [2] , [5] , [16] , especially for different training algorithms of LDA. Fig. 6 compares the predictive perplexity as a function of K ∈ {100, 300, 500, 700, 900}. GS, FGS and SGS have exactly the same topic modeling accuracy, so that their predictive perplexity curves overlap denoted by blue squares. On ENRON, NYTIMES and PUBMED data sets, VB shows an obvious overfitting phenomenon, where the predictive perplexity increases with the number of topics K. Also, VB often yields the highest predictive perplexity. For a better visualization, we multiply VB's predictive perplexity value by 0.8 and 0.4 on ENRON, NYTIMES and PUBMED data sets, respectively. Confronted with a large number of topics on large data sets, . Predictive perplexity as a function of topics K = {100, 300, 500, 700, 900} on NIPS, ENRON, NYTIMES and PUBMED data sets. The notation 0.8x denotes the predictive perplexity is multiplied by 0.8.
VB often generalizes badly to predict unseen test set. The major reason is that VB aims to optimize an approximate variational distribution with a gap from the joint distribution (1) . Our experiments show that this gap or bias is obvious in case of the massive data set containing a large number of topics. In practice, VB may choose the proper hyperparameters to correct this bias [5] . On all data sets, BP consistently yields the lowest predictive perplexity. This result is consistent with [3] . Unlike VB, BP decreases the predictive perplexity with the increase of the number of topics K without overfitting. Because BP directly infers the conditional posterior probability from (1), it often generalizes to unseen documents well in practice. Similarly, CVB0 infers the messages on the word tokens instead of the word indices, so it has almost the same predictive perplexity as BP denoted by the red star curve as shown in Fig. 6 .
With λ d = λ k = 0.2, ABP2 performs almost the same as BP/CVB0, especially on ENRON and PUBMED data sets. This result shows that scanning 20% documents and searching 20% topics at each iteration is enough to provide a comparable topic modeling accuracy as BP/CVB0. With λ d = λ k = 0.1, ABP1 provides a relatively higher predictive perplexity than BP/CVB0. On the relatively smaller data set NIPS, ABP1 performs even worse than VB when K = 100. However, on the relatively larger data set PUBMED and when K is large, e.g., K = 900, ABP1 shows a comparable predictive perplexity as BP/CVB0. When compared with GS/FGS/SGS, ABP1 is worse under different topics on the relatively smaller NIPS set, but is much better on the relatively larger data sets: ENRON, NYTIMES and PUBMED, when K is large. In conclusion, ABP2 has a comparable performance as BP/CVB0, and outperforms GS/FGS/SGS and VB on all data sets. While ABP1 has a higher predictive perplexity than ABP2 and BP/CVB0 on all data sets, it often outperforms GS/FGS/SGS and VB for larger data sets when the number of topics is very large (K ≥ 500).
With the same training iterations, ABP1 has a relatively higher predictive perplexity than BP, which implies that ABP1 loses some topic modeling accuracy to achieve a significant speedup. This phenomenon resembles the lossy/lossless compression for images. To obtain a higher compression ratio, lossy techniques will generally discard some detailed image information. In this sense, ABP can be viewed as a lossy learning algorithm for topic modeling with the fast speed. By contrast, FGS and SGS are lossless GS algorithms for topic modeling. When λ d = λ k = 1, ABP becomes the lossless RBP algorithm for accurate topic modeling with the fast convergence speed [32] . In different real-world applications, we may have different requirements for speed and accuracy. Users may choose different parameters {λ d , λ k } to trade off between the topic modeling speed and accuracy. Fig. 7 shows the CPU time (second) per iteration as a function of K for VB, GS, FGS, SGS, BP, CVB0, ABP1 and ABP2. The training time of all algorithms increases linearly with K except FGS on the PUBMED data set. When K is very large, FGS [11] will locate the targeted topics more efficiently so that its training time does not increase linearly with K. Because FGS does not visit all possible topic space to sample the targeted topic, it is much faster than GS when K is very large. On four data sets, SGS is much faster than FGS because it avoids almost all surplus computations during the sampling process. Similar to GS, both FGS and SGS still scan the entire corpus to sample topics for each word token. VB consumes the longest training time due to its complicated digamma function calculation [3] . For a better illustration, we multiply VB's training time by 0.3. This result confirms that VB is time-consuming and unsuitable for big topic modeling.
Speedup Effects
The training time of BP is shorter than that of GS when K is small, but is longer than that of GS when K is large on ENRON, NYTIMES and PUBMED data sets. The major reason is that BP requires K iterations for the local message normalization, while GS needs less than K iterations because it stops visiting the rest topic space after sampling the target topic. Because CVB0 sweeps the entire word tokens instead of word indices at Table 1 . When λ d = λ k = 0.1, ABP1 needs only 1/100 training time of BP. However, as ABP1 has to sort and update residuals, on average it consumes around 1/30 training time of BP. When λ d = λ k = 0.2, ABP2 in anticipation requires four times longer training time than ABP1. But in practice ABP1 runs around three times faster than ABP2. Fig. 7 demonstrates that at present ABP is the fastest batch LDA algorithm. Fig. 8 shows the ratio of CPU time per iteration over ABP1 as the benchmark. For a better illustration, we multiply the ratio of VB by 0.3. We see that ABP1 runs at least 100 times faster than VB on NIPS, NYTIMES and PUBMED data sets. On ENRON set, we also see that ABP1 is close to 100 times faster than VB. The speedup effects are significant. For example, if VB uses three months for training LDA, ABP1 consumes only one day for the same task with much better generalization ability as shown in Fig. 6 . ABP1 also runs around 20 to 40 times faster than both GS and BP. SGS is around 1.1 to 2 times faster than FGS, consistent with the result in [12] .
When compared with the relatively faster FGS and SGS, ABP1 still runs around 10 to 20 times faster with the comparable predictive perplexity. ABP2 consistently consumes 2 to 3 times more training time than ABP1 because it sweeps more documents and topics. Both Figs. 6 and 8 reconfirm that ABP can be around 10 to 100 times faster than current state-of-the-art batch LDA algorithms with a comparable accuracy.
Technically, ABP can converge to a fixed point as discussed in Section 4. Fig. 9 shows the training perplexity as a function of number of training iterations when K = 500. We see that GS/FGS/SGS converges at the same number of iterations, and BP/CVB0 also converges at the same number of iterations with almost overlapped curves. Usually, GS/FGS/SGS uses 400 ∼ 500 iterations, while BP/CVB0 needs 100 ∼ 200 iterations to achieve convergence. Among all the algorithms, VB converges with the least number of iterations, which often uses around 80 ∼ 150 iterations for convergence. Although VB sometimes achieves the lowest training perplexity on NIPS and NYTIMES data sets, it provides the highest predictive perplexity on unseen test set due to overfitting in Fig. 6 . ABP2 converges with the more number of iterations than BP, which is caused by scanning the subset of corpus and searching the subset of topic space at each iteration. In our experiments, ABP2 uses around 300 ∼ 500 iterations to achieve convergence. On NY-TIMES and PUBMED data sets, ABP2 converges with almost the same number of iterations as GS/FGS/SGS. Furthermore, ABP1 converges with the largest number of training iterations to reach convergence on all data sets. In practice, ABP1 often uses 500 ∼ 800 iterations for convergence, because at each iteration it has to scan 10% corpus and search 10% topics for the fast speed. However, even if we compare the training time until convergence, ABP1 is still the fastest algorithm. To confirm this, Fig. 10 summarizes the training time ratio until convergence over ABP1. We see that ABP1 still runs around 20 ∼ 45 times faster than VB, 10 ∼ 40 times faster than GS, and 5 ∼ 20 times faster than CVB0, FGS/SGS and BP when measured by the training time until convergence. Fig. 11 shows the top ten words of K = 10 topics extracted by VB (red), GS/FGS/SGS (blue), BP/CVB0 (black) and ABP (green) algorithms on the NIPS training set. For ABP, we choose λ d = λ k = 0.5 because K = 10 is small. We see that all algorithms can infer thematically meaningful topics, where most top ten words are consistent except the slightly different word ranking. There are two subjective measures for the interpretability of discovered topics: word intrusion and topic intrusion [39] . The former is the number of word intruders in each topic, while the latter is the number of topic intruders in each document. According to our experience, the word and topic intrusions are comparable among all the algorithms. So, given the similar interpretable topics, we advocate ABP for fast topic modeling.
Although at each iteration ABP updates and normalizes only the subset of K-tuple messages (11) , it devotes almost the equal number of iterations to different topics K with two main reasons. First, at each iteration different documents contribute different topics according to residuals (9) . So, each topic will be visited by almost the equal number of times due to the LDA's clustering property [3] across all documents. Second, ABP uses the dynamical scheduling of residuals shown in Fig. 3 at each iteration, which ensures that all K-tuple messages will be updated. Fig. 11 demonstrates that most topics extracted by ABP have almost the same top ten words as VB, GS and BP even if ABP scans 50% documents and 50% topics at each iteration.
Comparison with Online and Parallel Algorithms
When K = 500, α = 2/K and β = 0.01, we compare ABP1 with two state-of-the-art online LDA algorithms including OGS [12] 4 , OVB [16] , 5 and RVB [17] , where we use their default parameters. The mini-batch size is 16 for the NIPS set, and 1024 for other data sets. Based on the same test set in Table 1 , the algorithms OGS, OVB and RVB use the remaining 292, 500 and 8, 160, 000 documents from the original NYTIMES and PUBMED data sets [11] for online inference. Fig. 12 shows the predictive perplexity as a function of training time in seconds (ln-scale) on four data sets.
Topic 1 network recognition system training neural word set speech input classifier network recognition word system speech training set neural classifier model classifier recognition word set training classification speech model system class recognition training classifier set network word data classification speech system Topic 2 circuit neuron chip signal input network output system analog neural signal circuit system chip neural analog output network input current circuit neural chip analog system input network output current voltage signal circuit chip analog system output neural input current sound learning function algorithm action policy problem control optimal step reinforcement learning algorithm function action problem result policy step theorem states learning control action system model task policy reinforcement step dynamic model control system learning movement controller robot motor position task Topic 6 network unit learning weight input output training hidden set neural network unit learning input training weight output hidden task set function algorithm learning point problem linear number order result case function algorithm learning problem result action number bound policy set Topic 7 model data parameter function algorithm distribution gaussian set network vector model data distribution parameter gaussian algorithm probability component method density model data distribution probability parameter gaussian method mean noise density model data distribution parameter method gaussian function set algorithm probability Clearly, ABP1 achieves a lower predictive perplexity by using only a fraction of training time consumed by OGS, OVB and RVB. There are three reasons for this significant speedup. First, OGS is derived from SGS for each minibatch, which converges slower than ABP1 in Fig. 9 . Second, the computationally expensive digamma functions significantly slow down both OVB and RVB. Finally, OGS and OVB require loading each mini-batch from the hard disk into memory, consuming more time than in-memory bath algorithms when the number of minibatch is large. RVB is slightly slower than OVB because of additional scheduling costs, but it often achieves a relatively lower perplexity when compared with OVB. According to [18] , SOI is around twice faster than OVB in practice, so ABP1 is still much faster than SOI to reach a lower predictive perplexity when compared with the same benchmark OVB. Fig. 12 also compares batch VB, BP and SGS with OGS, OVB and RVB. We see that OGS, OVB and RVB perform worse than VB, BP and SGS on the NIPS and ENRON data sets, partly because the online gradient descents introduce noises [33] on the relatively smaller data sets. However, after OGS, OVB and RVB scan more training documents on the NYTIMES and PUBMED data sets, [12] , [16] . Overall, BP converges to the lowest predictive perplexity on four data sets consistent with those shown in Fig. 6 . With more and more training data streams, online algorithms may arrive at lower perplexity values than batch counterparts with significantly less memory consumptions. However, since memory becomes cheaper and cheaper, RAMCloud is available and in-memory computation of batch algorithms for big data may be possible in near future [40] . When K = 500, α = 2/K, β = 0.01 and T = 500, we also compare ABP1 with one of the state-of-theart parallel LDA algorithms such as PGS [20] using 32 processors. PGS is the parallel implementation of an approximate inference algorithm of GS but obtains almost the same predictive perplexity values as GS in Fig. 6 , which indicates that the topic modeling accuracy of PGS is still lower than ABP1 except for the NIPS set. As it would be expected, PGS on 32 processors should achieve 1/32 training time of GS. However, PGS cannot achieve the maximum parallel efficiency due to the extensive communication and synchronization delay. After the 32 processors have finished scanning the distributed data sets, they need to communicate the multinomial parameter matrix φ K×W (7) for synchronization. This matrix φ increases with the number of topics K, adding the burden of communication and synchronization for the large number of topics K. Table 2 shows the average training time per iteration between ABP1 and PGS. Obviously, ABP1 is still much faster than PGS. One major reason for such a speedup is that PGS searches 500 topics at each iteration, while ABP1 selects only 50 topics at each iteration. Indeed, the large number of topics can be also handled by the parallel FGS (PFGS) [11] and SGS (PSGS) implementations. Although PGS can further accelerate the topic modeling speed by adding more processors, the parallel efficiency will be further reduced due to more communication costs among more processors. In addition, the price-toperformance ratio of PGS is much higher than ABP1. Overall, ABP is a promising tool for fast topic modeling.
CONCLUSIONS
Fast batch LDA algorithms have attracted intensive research interests recently. The proposed ABP algorithm accelerates training LDA significantly with a comparable topic modeling accuracy to the state-of-the-art batch LDA algorithms. ABP scales linearly with λ d D and λ k K, and runs in sublinear time of BP. Compared with VB [2] and GS/FGS/SGS [6] , [11] , [12] , ABP achieves a much lower predictive perplexity at the faster speed. Moreover, ABP is even faster and more accurate than some online LDA algorithms like OGS [12] and OVB [16] . Also, ABP on a single processor is faster and more accurate than the parallel LDA algorithm like PGS [20] on 32 processors.
In the publicly available test sets, only 20% documents and 20% topics are sufficient to yield almost the same topic modeling performance as BP at each iteration, which can be interpreted by Zipf's law or Pareto principle. Furthermore, ABP can choose even much smaller parameters λ d and λ k under the large D and K. This result implies that different documents and topics contribute differently for the topic modeling performance in massive corpora containing a large number of topics. For example, at each iteration only 10% documents and 10% topics can provide a comparable or much better performance than GS/FGS/SGS algorithms when K = 900 in Fig. 6 . In practice, the subsets λ d D and λ k K can be constants for massive data sets (D ≥ 10 6 ) with a large number of topics (K ≥ 1000). Therefore, ABP may use almost a fixed training time (without considering sorting cost) for probabilistic topic modeling of big data sets. However, as with other batch LDA algorithms, ABP is restricted by the high memory requirement for realworld big corpora.
Due to its ease of use, high accuracy and fast speed, ABP is a strong candidate for becoming the standard batch LDA algorithm. Also, ABP is a flexible EM algorithm, which can be easily extended for other latent variable models or finite mixture models like Gaussian mixture models and hidden Markov models [4] . Future work includes the relaxation of memory requirements for big corpora. We will use the block optimization framework [34] , [35] , reading and scheduling big corpora as blocks from hard disk into memory. With the faster speed and less memory requirement, we may realize practical and portable topic modeling tools for big personal data sets including documents, photos, videos on a wide range of digital platforms.
